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Abstract—We propose an efficient query processing approach for semantic interoperable information systems. We propose also a generic multi agent architecture that supports our approach. Our approach consists in the exploitation of intelligent agents for query reformulation and the use of a new technology for the semantic representation. The algorithm is self-adapted to the changes of the environment, offers a wide aptitude and solves the various data conflicts in a dynamic way, it also reformulates the query using the schema mediation method for the discovered systems and the context mediation for the other systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interoperability has been a basic requirement for modern information systems environment. The cooperation of systems is confronted with many problems of heterogeneities and must take account of the open and dynamic aspect of modern environments. Querying the distributed ontologies is one major task in semantic interoperable information systems.

Various types of heterogeneity can be encountered cited as follow: technical, syntactic, structural and semantic heterogeneity. The resolution of semantic heterogeneity is becoming more important than before. Its types appear as: naming conflicts (taxonomic and linguistic problems), values conflicts (units and scales problems ...).

The solutions for the interoperability of the information systems evolved into the semantic mediation of the systems [1] [5] (all processes of interoperability of database allow to solve the semantic conflicts related to objects values and objects structure of the real-world).

The high number of the information sources implies the increase and the diversification of the conflicts number, as well as an increase in the time of localization of relevant information. It increases also the time of transmission of the queries towards all these information sources and the time response of the information sources. Therefore, the solutions of semantic interoperability should have an intelligent processor for query processing that allows the adaptation of the environment’s changes and solves the various data conflicts in a dynamic way. Each solution provides some advantages to the detriments of others. Each one of them treats just one part of the data conflicts.

In this paper, we propose an efficient query processing approach for semantic interoperable information systems. We present also a generic multi agent architecture that supports our approach. In the following, section 2 presents a synthesis of the various existing approaches. Sections 3.A and 3.B describe the architecture of the mediation and the query processing. The section 3.C presents the technical aspects and prototype implementation.

II. RELATED WORDS

As the query processing problem in distributed systems has been discussed in traditional databases and Semantic Web, two possible orientations have been proposed: the integration guided by the sources (schema mediation), and the integration guided by the queries (context mediation) [21][5][6][8][4][10][11]. The schema mediation is a direct extension of the federate approach. Data conflicts are statically solved. In the schema mediation; the mediator should be associated with a knowledge set (mapping rules) for locating the data sources. The query processing follows an execution plan established by rules which determine the relevant data in order to treat a query (static resolution of queries). It requires a pre-knowledge on the systems participating in the cooperation. The mediator’s role is to divide (according to the global schema) the user query in several sub-queries supported by the sources and gathers the results. The global schema is generally specified by object, logic, XML or OWL interfaces [24][17][3][5][22]. In all these works, the objective is to build a global schema which integrates all the local schemas. When one operates in an evolutionary world where sources can evolve all the time, the elaboration of a global schema is a difficult task. It would be necessary to be able to reconstruct the integrated schema each time a new source is considered or each time an actual source makes a number of changes [4]. Generally, the time response of the queries of this approach is better than the context mediation which requires much time (it uses the semantic reconciliation). In this approach; the transparency (is to give the illusion to the users whom they interact with a local system, central and homogeneous) is assured. The degree of automation of the resolution of the data
In the context mediation approach the data conflicts are dynamically solved during the execution of the queries (dynamic query resolution), allowing the best evolution of the local sources and the automation degree is enhanced compared to the schema mediation, this to the detriment of time response of the queries (it uses the semantic reconciliation). Concerning the semantic conflicts, the majority of the projects solve only the taxonomic conflicts (Coin [10]). The resolution of the values conflicts is either guided by the user (Infosleuth [11]), or unsolved in the majority of cases (Observer [12][28]).

The agent paradigm gives a new insight for the systems nature development such as: complex, heterogeneous, distributed and/or autonomous [15][34][26][2]. Several works of semantic interoperability use the agent paradigm [16][11][25][29][32].

Infosleuth project [11] is used to implement a set of cooperative agents which discover, integrate and present information according to the user or application needs for which they produce a simple and coherent interface. The Infosleuth’s architecture project consists of a set of collaborative agents, communicating with each other using the agent communication language KQML. Users express their queries on a specific ontology using KIF and SQL. The queries are dispatched to the specialized agents (agent broker, ontological, planner...) to retrieve data on distributed sources. The resolution of many semantic conflicts remains guided by the user [3]. They use specialized agents seen as threads which are widely different from the usual definition of the cognitive agent given in the distributed artificial intelligence.

In [25], the authors propose a multi-agent system to achieve semantic interoperability and to resolve semantic conflicts related to evolutive ontologies domain. In this approach, the query processing and the validation of the mappings are completely related to the users. [29] propose an agent based intelligent meta-search and recommendation system for products through consideration of multiple attributes by using ontology mapping and Web services. This framework is intended for an electronic commerce domain.

III. APPROACH DESCRIPTION

Our objective is to realize a semantic mediation having the following characteristics:

- Give permission to the system which provides its context of application to find the information systems and information shared by those systems. This information is integrated dynamically for the system for which it can use them transparently.

- To ensure the advantages of the context and schema mediation, and to avoid their disadvantages. Our approach focuses on the dynamic change of the mediation system, of the context mediation to the schema mediation. This change is done by the use of the intelligent agents, in order to ensure the open aspect of the context mediation (high automation degree of the resolution of the data conflicts...) and the robustness of

conflicts is weak, and the scalability (the system effectiveness should be not degraded and the query processing remains independent of the addition or the suppression of systems in a given architecture) and evolutionarity (to control the update, the remove and the addition of information systems) are less respected compared to the context mediation.

Many works are dedicated to the proposition of automatic approaches for schemas/ontologies integration [30][31]. The schemas mapping notion have been particularly investigated in many studies, therefore it leads to the elaboration of several systems such as DIKE [7], COMA [13], CUPID [14]. It is possible to find analyses and comparisons of such systems in [18]. Several ontologies based approaches for integration of information were suggested. In [20] and [4] survey of this subject is presented. Among the many drawbacks of these works is that they do not describe the integration process in a complete way; they always use assumptions like pre-existence mappings [23][33] from a part, and from another part, they provide methods to calculate mappings between general or specific ontologies [30] and they do not indicate how to really exploit it for automatic integration or for the query reformulation [22][33].

In [21][3] the authors have proposed an extended schema mediation named DILEMMA based on the static resolution of queries. The mediation is ensured by a couple mediator/wrapper and a knowledge base associated with each system that takes part in the cooperation. The mediator comprises a queries processor and a facilitator. This approach provide a better transparency and makes it possible to solve the semantic values conflicts, but in a priori manner. The automation degree of the resolution of the data conflicts is enhanced compared to the schema mediation. This later involves always the recourse of an expert of the domain. It has a low capacity to treat evolutionarity and the scalability.

The first introduction of the context concept appeared in Kashyap and Seth pioneer work (1994). The role of the mediator in the context mediation approach is to identify, locate, transform and integrate the relevant data according to semantics associated with a query [21][3]. The resolution of data conflicts is dynamic and does not require the definition of a mediation schema. The user's queries are generally formulated in terms of ontologies. The data are integrated dynamically according to the semantic information contained in the description of the contexts. This approach provides a best evolutionarity of the local sources and the automation degree of the resolution of the data conflicts is better compared to schema mediation. Two categories of context mediation are defined: - the single domain approach SIMS [9], COIN [10] working on a single domain where all the contexts are defined by using a universal of consensual speech. The scalability and evolutionarity are respected but remains limited by the unicity of the domain. - Multi-domains approaches Infosleuth [11], Observer [12] they use various means to represent and connect heterogeneous semantic domain: ontologies, hierarchy of ontologies and method of statistical analysis.

In [25], the authors propose a multi-agent system to achieve semantic interoperability and to resolve semantic conflicts related to evolutive ontologies domain. In this approach, the query processing and the validation of the mappings are completely related to the users. [29] propose an agent based intelligent meta-search and recommendation system for products through consideration of multiple attributes by using ontology mapping and Web services. This framework is intended for an electronic commerce domain.
the schema mediation (the formulation of the queries in schema terms...).
- To solve the majority of the semantic conflicts by using new technologies for semantic representation, and by respecting a high automation degree of the query processing. The query processing algorithm reformulates the query by using the schema mediation method for the systems discovered and the context mediation for the others. So, our query processing approach is self-adapted to the changes of the environment.

A. Generic Architecture based Agent for Context and Schema mediation (GAACSM)

The cooperation suggested in our solution is based on:
- A preliminary construction of information before its integration in the architecture system,
- The static and dynamics query resolution.

An information system can play the role of information supplier and/or consumer (Fig1).

fig 1: General architecture of the proposed approach

Our architecture consists of two types of agents: intelligent agents (IAs) and routings agents (described below).

The integration phase of a new information system (IS) in our proposed mediation system begins with the creation of an IA and continues with the fastening of this last to a routing agent (RA) which is nearest semantically.

Before creating an IA, we’ve to create its knowledge base (KB). An IA is an intermediary between an information system and the semantic mediation environment. Mainly, the KB of an IA contains: the context of its local information system, the name of the domain, the ontology which describes the name of the domain and the ontology of the semantic conflicts values (OSCV). This information makes it possible to prepare the IA to the semantic mediation.

The new IA integrated into the system of mediation applies the Contract Net protocol and sends an invitation describing its domain. The RAs receiving the call and provide their ability (semantic proximity rate). As soon as, the IA receives answers from all RAs, then it evaluates these rates, and makes its choice on a RA which is the nearest semantically. The chosen RA adds the previous IA to its net contacts.

Our approach does not use a global schema or some predefined mappings. Users interrogate the consuming system (the queries formulated in term of the consuming schema).

At the beginning, the intelligent agent consuming (IAC) applies the dynamic query resolution protocol (context mediation) because it does not have information on the suppliers systems. This protocol is applied via the RA which is the nearest semantically with the IAC. During the dynamic evaluation of the query, the intelligent agent suppliers (IASs) update their histories and add information (mapping between terms of query ontology and their ontologies) to facilitate their dynamic integration with the IAC.

Each IAS replies with results, the RA updates its KB and reorder the list of IASs that are the most important to previous IAC (in other words; the IASs which contain results are at the head of the list). If no IAS replies, the RA sends the query to other RAs. If there are replies, the RA adds the IASs of other RAs to its KB (auto reorganization).

During the operation of the mediation system, the IAC applies the protocol to discover suppliers which are the nearest semantically to its domain, and to integrate them dynamically in order to use them in the schema mediation. For this aim, it cooperates with the RA. Indeed; the RA updates its KB during its communication with the other agents. Particularly, its KB contains for each IA an ordered list of its IASs which are not discovered yet. These IASs should be near semantically to it. The first IAS in the list is the one which has largest number of responses of IA. After that the first IAS becomes the next supplier solicited to the following dynamic integration done by IA.

After the dynamic integration, the IAC updates its knowledge base by mapping rules.

During the operation of the system, the IAC discovers some suppliers and adapts itself with the environment. So, to treat a query two protocols should be applied: the static query resolution protocol is adopted for the discovered systems and the dynamic query resolution for other systems.

B. Queries processing

The query processing is divided into several steps, and during this process, the multi-agents system uses a set of protocols (fig 2):

```
Algorithm . Query processing
Given L the list of discovered agents and their mappings
If QueryValidation() then
1:if L <> empty then
    - QueryReformulation()
    - StaticRecombiningResults()
2: Dynamic query resolution
    - SemanticEnrichmentQuery()
    - TransmissionSemanticallyEnrichedQuery()
    - SemanticEvaluation()
    - DynamicRecombiningResults()
```

Fig 2 : Query processing
1) Static query resolution: The static resolution is applied to the systems have been already discovered.

**Step 1: query validation.** The IAC checks the validity of the query. i.e. whether it is written in schema mediation terms or not.

**Step 2: query reformulation.** The query is divided into a recombinning query of the results and sub queries intended for the IAS which contain data necessary to the execution of the query. The decomposition of the query is done by the use of the mapping rules. The IAC applies the cooperation protocol of static query resolution.

**Step 3: recombinning of the results.** The IAC executes the recombinning query for the results.

2) Dynamic query resolution: The dynamic resolution makes it possible to take into account the appearance of new IASs. The principal steps are:

**Step 1: Semantic enrichment of a query.** The IAC enriches the query semantically by using the ontology and the links schema-ontology which are in its own knowledge base.

**Step 2: Transmission of the semantically enriched query.** The IAC applies the cooperation protocol of dynamic query resolution. So it transmits the semantically enriched query to the routing agent which is nearest semantically. This latter sends it to all IASs of its net contacts.

**Step 3: Semantic evaluation of the semantically enriched query.** Each IAS answers according to its capacity to treat the query:

- To compare elements of the query with its ontology. The elements of the query and its ontology are compared by using a semantic distance. The identified elements as equivalent are retained.
- The query is rewritten in terms of the equivalent elements of its ontology (then interpreted on its schema) to take into account the semantic conflicts of values (each intelligent agent has library of functions for the conversion of the types).
- The answer is sent latter to the routing agent, indicating the manner of treating the query, so that this letter can build recombinning queries of the results.

If no IAS answers, the routing agent sends the query to the other routings agents of other domains and if there are answers the routing agent updates its net contacts.

**Stage 4: Results recombinning** the routing agent recomposes the results obtained by IASs. Then it sends the final result to the IAC, this latter recomposes the results of static and dynamic query resolution.

C. Prototype implementation

Our implementation is based on three class libraries: OntoSim [35], Alignment API [36] and Jade [37]. The cooperation protocols are implemented using the Jade platform. In order to implement the communication between agents we adopted the most effective method that uses ontologies for the descriptions of messages. The description of ontology in Jade is a solution given for the transport of objects. Concerning the local information systems, the local database of the consuming system and the database of the supplier system 1 are established under the Access DBMS and the Windows XP operating system. The database of the supplier system 2 is implemented in XML files and the same operating system.

When new IS wants to be recorded at the mediation system, that involves the creation of an IA in addition to a descriptive level of this IS. If no RA near semantically exists (the semantic proximity rate between IA and all RAs is a lower from predefined level), an RA is created. Jade gives the possibility for an agent to create another one (while passing by the container, agentContainer.createNewAgent). The scalability and the performances of the transport system of Jade message were treated in [27][28]. The obtained results confirm the fact that Jade deals well with the scalability according to several scenarios intra or inter framework. The fig 3 presents an example of comparison between two ontologies of the consuming system and the supplier system 2. It presents also the automatic generation of the mappings rules between the schemas of the two systems.

In order to facilitate the implementation of our prototype we suppose that the IAC is queried via a graphical interface where the user can insert their queries. The queries are formulated in terms of the schema of IAC. Figure 4 presents the graphical interface, an example of query and the obtained results. In this example, the IAS1 is discovered by agent IAC. This last applies the schema mediation in order to reformulate the query. The IAC applies the context mediation for other agents, which are not yet discovered (IAS2). It communicates with the agent RA.
**D. Conclusion and future research**

In this paper we presented a efficient query answering for semantic interoperable information systems. We proposed a generic multi agent architecture supporting our approach. The main advantage of our query answering is its robustness with regard to the evolution of systems, adaptation to the changes of environment and solves the most various data conflicts in a dynamic way. The developed prototype shows us the functionality of architecture suggested. As prospect we try to slacken our data mediation towards service mediation in general and to use intelligent methods to reduce ontologies to be compared for not to influence the scalability of architecture suggested.
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